
World of Warcraft seems like fun
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no one wants to make appointments to play online games with their friends.



High school 
friends

College
Friends

plus the online social network destinations fragment social groups



We’re all on the web - what if we could play with our friends as we browse?



PMOG is a toolbar in the Firefox web browser
offering social browsing and a casual ongoing game



player-created events pop up on any web site
here, is a Mine, a trap popped up on google



PMOG is on
Facebook

PMOG is on
MySpace

PMOG works across the web, so you can interact with people on any 
social network or site



here is a Crate, a gift left on yahoo.com by another player



here is a portal appearing on google, on PMOG in Flock
a player-created blind link - where does it lead?



the PMOG toolbar can be hidden with a click on that P icon



players can also select which skin they want - the wooden “classic” or here, the gray plain



Players can send and receive messages from the toolbar.



3,154 Missions Created

players can create “Missions” - guided web tours.  Player-created Missions are hugely 
popular on PMOG.



there have been a wide range of Missions created so far



Players use PMOG to spread memes. Here, the Pirates versus Ninja 
meme: on the Piracy entry there is a portal to the Ninja entry. 



Here is a PMOG player on Twitter, reaching out to warn the web, 
showing insider knowledge

from http://twitter.com/hattz/statuses/803731005



PMOG has an achievements system called Badges. Web surfing and 
game tool use earn you Badges; it’s fun competition for friends.



For players who read 
Boing Boing every day 
they're logged on, for 7 
contiguous days

Bounce Bounce

For example, here is a badge for readers of the popular weblog BoingBoing



Badges, Missions, Tool Use, Friends, it’s all on your PMOG profile.
http://pmog.com/users/merci
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PMOG was built by GameLayers
a virtual company based in the Bay Area
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Seed Round $500k in September 2007

GameLayers took a seed round in september 2007
$500k from a fund and two angels



Series A: raising $2-3 Million

now we’re raising $2-3 Million to scale this experience



people are excited by PMOG - increasing user signups



we have over a thousand people playing together simultaneously across the web



weekends
our game is actually LESS popular on the weekends
we are a weekday online play experience



We can see that people are increasingly using our different tools - over 600 crates being looted by our beta testers each day.

http://pmog.com/stats/crates_looted_per_day



PMOG fits throughout the web; players begin PMOG treasure hunts 
with an announcement on Twitter to attract site traffic.



how much is a PMOG rewards crate on your etsy store worth?



Portal use is going way up.
http://pmog.com/stats/portals_taken_per_day



Here is a portal on BoingBoing promoting another, similar blog.  Would this person 
pay to keep this portal charged up?



57% of PMOG users have taken a Mission on PMOG.



We can offer Sponsored Missions. Here a scavenger hunt for Lexus, rewarding fans and 
loyalists with web-wide collectibles



Quizzes in Missions would allow sponsors to verify engagement.



we have social browsing features we will be launching over the next few months
and growth projections based on other browser experiences



Here someone has attached an RSS feed to this page through a future PMOG tool.  For 
example, it can stream their latest twitter on top of any page.



GameLayers, Inc.
http://gamelayers.com

+1-888-480-PMOG
Justin Hall

justin@gamelayers.com

play the web

We don’t have all the answers, we have an exciting platform for play across the web. We’re 
looking for partners to help us expand and reach a broad audience.

http://gamelayers.com
http://gamelayers.com


Technology + romance = Steampunk







Revenue 
Projections

do we even want to discuss revenue projections?



Growing
GameLayers
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Alternate Reality 
Game Designer
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atomized, 
overarching story
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games

accessibility



Technical

XUL Programmer

API Developer

Rails Programmer

Systems Admin

browser integration

breaking into and out 
of PMOG

elegant, scalable code

scaling



Community / Marketing

Community 
Manager

Ad Sales


